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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but
rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for
whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and
arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not
as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against
surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his
devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and
pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and
will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."

Proverbs 11:30 The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life; and he that winneth souls is wise.
From: Alex
Subject: sick...SICK !!! eurovision 2014
Who that he-she creature is invoking??? Listen or read words....
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToqNa0rqUtY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaolVEJEjV4
Words: http://www.eurovision.tv/event/lyrics?event=1873&song=31403
Interview with this abomination:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pr_TEMCmKr8
Update: Austrian drag queen act Conchita Wurst has been
crowned the winner of the 59th annual Eurovision Song Contest held in Denmark's capital,
Copenhagen. The singer, whose real name is Tom Neuwirth, won with the song Rise Like a
Phoenix, collecting 290 points. Conchita is spanish slang term for: little vagina & in German,
Wurst means 'sausage'. Collecting “her”/his trophy on stage the singer said: "This night is
dedicated to everyone who believes in a future of peace and freedom. You know who you are - we

are unity and we are unstoppable." Wurst is now set to
make 40 million dollars as a result of this win.
Conchita Wurst's Eurovision win slammed by Russia
as politician brands it 'the end of Europe'
Conchita Wurst's
Eurovision win has been
branded "the end of
Europe" by Russian
politician Vladimir
Zhirinovsky. "There is no
wild. There are no more

limit to our outrage. It has turned
men or women in Europe, just it ."
After last night's 2014 song contest in Copenhagen, Russian state television broadcast a
debate on her victory, as politicians and celebrities launched a huge verbal attack.
Elsewhere, President Vladimir Putin's vice premier Dmitry Rogozin issued a scathing tweet
claiming the Eurovision result "showed supporters of European integration their European
future - a bearded girl". In the report: Conchita Wurst: How Eurovision 2014's bearded drag
‘pervert’ reviled by Russia became the toast of Europe we read: Wurth has also been accused
of creating a “hotbed of sodomy” at Eurovision by Russian protesters, while Milonov, the
politician who was instrumental in passing Russia’s anti-gay propaganda law, accused Ms
Wurst being a “pervert” and of turning the competition into the “Sodom show”.
Russia's entry, The Tolmachevy Sisters, were greeted by loud boos from those in the venue,
with many of the onlookers waving rainbow flags.
The tension then reached boiling point during the results announcements, which saw Russia
receive further boos with every point received.
Scott Johnson’s Comment: OK I just watched both videos and I am literally having a hard time not
getting sick. It’s always neat to see a really manly beard on a he/she transvestite abomination trying
in every other way to look like a woman (Sarcasm). Maybe if he ever shaved the beard he could start
doing Gillette razor commercials for transvestites. This is the whole androgynous Luciferian
Baphomet image being worshipped by the masses. I mean these sick deluded fans in the crowd are
just insanely obsessed with this abomination. The term “Rise like a Phoenix” is one of the main
themes of the coming New World Order so Satan is accomplishing multiple things with a performer
and performance like this. There is also a lot of other occult things going on is this video. I cannot
believe what I just witnessed and the shear amount of people in that second video. God's judgment
cannot be far off and Sodom and Gomorrah are reminders of that.
Michael Sam became the first openly gay player to be drafted by the National Football League
Saturday & publically celebrates by kissing his gay lover
Headlines read:
Michael Sam Risked Everything—And We All Won--History will look back at today as the
moment professional sports changed forever.
Former NFL offensive lineman Roman Oben, weighed in by saying:
Watching Michael Sam kiss his partner on national TV w/ my 12yr old son was a very
teachable moment for him & fir me as a parent. #NFLDraft—
Roman Oben (@R_Oben) May 10, 2014
NFL PLAYER IN TWITTER TROUBLE BY SAYING 'OMG... HORRIBLE'…IN REACTION TO
MICHAEL SAM BEING DRAFTED...
Jones' tweet was enough to catch the attention of Dolphins general manager Dennis Hickey.
"I was made aware of it and I was disappointed in those comments," Hickey said Saturday
night. "That's not what we stand for as an organization. The draft weekend is a culmination for

so many players, their lifetime achievement of their dream to achieve a goal for Michael Sam
and all the other players. "It's a celebration. ... I think it's a great thing for the league."
Hickey also said the team plans to "sit down with Don Jones and address [the comments] and
handle it appropriately."
http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Sports/2014/0511/Michael-Sam-Is-emotional-kiss-exactly-whatsome-NFL-teams-were-afraid-of
Miley Cyrus -- Cracks Gay Date Rape Joke During Club Appearance
Miley Cyrus advocation for sex, drugs and everything else has crossed the line again.
Cyrus was performing at the legendary G-A-Y nightclub in London, when she brought a friend
out on stage to wish him a happy birthday.
In discussing her friend's sexuality, Cyrus remarked, "You know, everyone’s a little bit gay …
It’s the truth. Everyone’s gay, all it takes is one cocktail. And if that doesn’t work, sprinkle
something in their drink. That’s what I always do."
This off-color comment follows her bizarre rant earlier in the week where she told her
audience to quit smoking cigarettes and start smoking weed because it helps you get l***.
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings:
http://www.contendingfortruth.com/?s=homosexual
http://www.contendingfortruth.com/?s=gay
Homosexual, Bisexual Men 50 Times More Likely to Have HIV: CDC & the Average Lifespan of
the Male Homosexual is Only 39 Years Old
Research by The Family Research Institute (FRI) of Colorado has discovered that the average
lifespan of the male homosexual is only 39 years. Where 80% of married men lived past 65,
only 2% of the homosexuals lived that long, as shown in the accompanying chart.
FRI found that sodomites “…were 116 times more apt to be murdered; 24 times more apt to
commit suicide; and had a traffic-accident death-rate 18 times the rate of comparably-aged
white males. Heart attacks, cancer and liver failure were exceptionally common. Twenty
percent of lesbians died of murder, suicide, or accident—a rate 487 times higher than that of
white females aged 25-44.”
Job 4:8: Even as I have seen, they that plow iniquity, and sow wickedness, reap the same.
Job 4:9: By the blast of God they perish, and by the breath of his nostrils are they consumed.
Psa 37:38: But the transgressors shall be destroyed together: the end of the wicked shall be
cut off.
Psa 101:8: I will early destroy all the wicked of the land; that I may cut off all wicked doers
from the city of the LORD.
In their web site at http://www.familyresearchinst.org/Default.aspx?tabid=73, FRI details the
disgusting and unsanitary sexual practices that contribute to this early death sentence. The
“outing” of the homosexual lifestyle in our culture has unleashed over 50 sexually transmitted
diseases (STDs). AIDS is just one of them.
From: Hope K
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment: Huge Victory Against Homosexuality in Uganda
Hi Dr. Scott, I wanted to share a huge victory we've just won as Christians in Uganda. Please see
links below: The President finally refused to sign the bill in favor of homosexuality after
Christians rallied by gathering a group of 40 men who were former homosexuals, these men
met the President in private, (this was arranged by the main clergy in Parliament) - all these men
were wearing pampers, had all kinds of unnatural illnesses, they met the President and told

him how deplorable their condition was, and the very dangers of passing the bill in favor of
gay people due to international pressure. After meeting these men, the President, refused to
sign the bill but instead passed a law against homosexuality. God has done it for us. Amen.
Thank you Jesus!
Uganda's President Yoweri Museveni: Gays can unlearn what they have learned
Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni told a crowd this week that he signed a harsh anti-gay
bill because being gay is a choice.
"It is not genetic. It is not congenital. It is behavior," Museveni
said. "That's why I said I'm now going to sign the bill, 'cause I'm
convinced with the available information that these people are not
born like that, they just learned. And they can unlearn what they
have learned."
Homosexual Urban Legends: Born Gay
One of the most persistent and culturally damaging Homosexual
Urban Legends is the erroneous claim by homosexual activists
that they are "born gay" or that their sexual orientation emerges in early adolescence and is fixed and
unchangeable.
One or both of these urban legends has been perpetuated not only by homosexual activist groups but
by organizations like the American Psychological Association and the American Psychiatric
Association. One of the most compelling articles to dispel the notion that homosexuality is
genetically determined, fixed, and unchangeable is: "The Innate-Immutable Argument Finds
No Basis in Science: In Their Own Words: Gay Activists Speak About Science, Morality,
Philosophy," by Drs. A. Dean Byrd, Shirley Cox, and Jeffrey W. Robinson. This essay is
published on the National Association for Research and Therapy of Homosexuality web site.
The authors of this study carefully quote a number of homosexual researchers who have
worked for years to locate a "gay gene" or some other genetic basis for homosexuality. They
have failed and are now admitting that such evidence may never be found.
 "Homosexuality 101: A Primer" provides a brief history of the homosexual movement in the
U.S. and its roots in Marxist ideology. This paper describes how homosexuals terrorized the
psychiatric community and have created a marketing strategy to vilify their opponents.
 Homosexual Propaganda Campaign Based on Hitler’s “Big Lie” Technique;
 Traditional Values Coalition Exposes Homosexual Agenda,
WATCH: Ugandan President Leads 5-Hour Parade Celebrating 'Jail the Gays' Law
Participants carried signs through the capital city
with messages reading "Museveni, thank you for
saving the future of Uganda," "Homosexuality +
AIDS = 100%," and "Obama, we want trade not
homosexuality." In a none-too-subtle attempt to
counter the pro-LGBT Pride parades held in
Uganda for the first time last year, participants at
the antigay rally carried professionally produced
banners touting "Uganda Pride."
Member of Parliament David Bahati, author of the
original bill, which called for the death penalty
in instances of "aggravated homosexuality,"
lauded Museveni as a courageous
independent leader for signing the law despite
intense international opposition.

"Today, we come here again [to celebrate] sovereignty and freedom … [and] to take charge of our
destiny," Bahati said. "The citizens of Uganda are with you, Mr. President. The religious and cultural
leaders are with you, Mr. President. The members of Parliament and the nation are behind you."
Antigay religious leaders were out in force at the rally, and several took to the podium to
address the crowd — often directly referencing the millions in cuts to foreign aid provided to
Uganda by European nations and the U.S.
Last month, U.S. officials announced that more than $6.4 million in aid would be redirected
away from the Inter-Religious Council of Uganda due to that agency's support of the antigay
law. " President Museveni, who signed the law after saying he was convinced by a "scientific"
report that gay people are "made, not born," was the star of the half-day rally, earning laughs
when he graphically described the "unnatural" characteristics of same-sex sexual activity.
http://www.advocate.com/world/2014/04/01/watch-ugandan-president-leads-5-hour-paradecelebrating-jail-gays-law
Also see: Uganda throws a party to celebrate passing of anti-gay law
Ugandan Police Detain US AIDS Research Project Staffer Suspected Of Promoting
Homosexuality
By Dana Dovey | Apr 5, 2014--A U.S.-funded health project in Uganda has temporarily suspended its
operations after a staff member was detained by police in accordance with the country's anti-gay law.
A U.S. funded health project has temporarily ceased operations after a member of staff was arrested
for suspicion of involvement in and promotion of gay activities. Although the staff member has been
released on bond, the project’s office in Kampala has shut for the time being, in order to ensure the
safety of the other workers. Homosexuality is banned in the African country and this arrest comes two
months after the Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni signed a law to enforce stricter punishments
for acts of gay and lesbian sex.
The U.S.-funded health project conducts important research in Ebola, Marburg disease, and
HIV. It has been in operation since 2002 and their main goal is to develop a vaccine for these
viruses. Comment: Once again the US government imports corruption to another country.
Scientific studies confirm a strong pedophilic predisposition among homosexuals--While only
making up less than 2% of the population—Very Conservative Estimates Reports that
Homosexuals account for between 25-40 percent of all child molestation—Researchers
Determine “The rate of homosexual versus heterosexual child sexual abuse is staggering,”
“What … does the academic literature say about the relationship between homosexuality and child
molestation? Quite a bit, actually,” he wrote, quoting data compiled by the Family Research Institute:
“Scientific studies confirm a strong pedophilic predisposition among homosexuals.”
The institute, after reviewing more than 19 studies and peer-reviewed reports in a 1985
“Psychological Reports” article, found that homosexuals account for between 25 and 40 percent of all
child molestation. Comment: The Williams Institute at the UCLA School of Law, a sexual
orientation law and public policy think tank, estimates that 9 million (about 3.8%) of Americans
identify as gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender (2011). The institute also found that bisexuals
make up 1.8% of the population, while 1.7% are gay or lesbian. Transgender adults make up
0.3% of the population.
“But this number is low,” Baldwin says, “due to the fact that many reporters will not report if a
child molester is a homosexual, even if he knows that to be the case.”
The North American Man-Boy Love Association, or NAMBLA, is “a group that openly
promotes sex with minor boys and claims that boy-lovers respond to the needs of the boys
they love,” Baldwin said in his report.
The group is often endorsed by “many of the homosexual movement’s most prominent
leaders,” he said.

Dr. Judith Reisman, president of the Institute for Media Education and author of numerous
authoritative books debunking sexual myths, including “Kinsey, Crimes & Consequences.”
In her thesis – also written for the Regent University Law Review – Reisman cited
psychologist Eugene Abel, whose research found that homosexuals “sexually molest young boys
with an incidence that is occurring from five times greater than the molestation of girls. …”
Abel also found that non-incarcerated “child molesters admitted from 23.4 to 281.7 acts per
offender … whose targets were males.”
“The rate of homosexual versus heterosexual child sexual abuse is staggering,” said Reisman,
who was the principal investigator for an $800,000 Justice Department grant studying child
pornography and violence. “Abel’s data of 150.2 boys abused per male homosexual offender
finds no equal (yet) in heterosexual violations of 19.8 girls.”
Homosexuals Recruit Public School Children
Homosexual Teachers Eight Times More Likely to Molest Students
FRI Study Finds Homosexual Parenting Dangerous for Kids
Homosexual Journalist Admits, ‘Gay Lifestyle is a Sewer’
Issue Date: November/December 2008--The pro-sodomite media would have us believe that all
homosexuals are in a wonderful, long-term, committed relationship with only one other
person. They are portrayed as just another kind of “family” perfectly capable of raising
children and making a valuable contribution to society.
But British broadcast journalist Simon Fanschawe disagrees. Himself a homosexual, he produced a
documentary for the BBC called The Trouble With Gay Men. After reviewing some graphic stories of
group sexual encounters in a bath house, he asks, “Are we just swimming around in a sewer
which we are sort of saying is normal?” His conclusion: “…the gay lifestyle is incompatible with
happiness and fidelity in human relations.”
This is because that “promiscuity has become the norm….” If promiscuity is the norm, why do we only
hear of the “committed relationships” that “deserve” to be recognized with formal and legal
“marriage?” It is because the sodomite lobby gained control of Hollywood and the news media
and we are denied the truth. Studies have shown that even the small number of homosexuals
who claim to be in a “committed relationship” have their own definition of monogamy.
Homosexual researchers Marshall Kirk and Hunter Madsen found that “the cheating ratio of
‘married’ gay males, given enough time, approaches 100%...Many gay lovers, bowing to the
inevitable, agree to an ‘open relationship,’ for which there are as many sets of ground rules as
there are couples.”
In fact, another study concluded that 43 percent of male homosexuals have more than 500
partners in their lifetime. A smaller percentage had over 1000. Thus, the wonderful same-sex
“family” image we are fed is largely a myth.
The Bible is clear that God judges nations which give themselves over to homosexuality (Jude
7); that homosexuality is filthy conduct (2 Peter 2:6-7); that homosexuals will not inherit the
kingdom of God (I Cor. 6:9); that homosexuality is unnatural and shameful (Rom. 1:26-27); and
the Bible makes clear that not only those who practice such things, but also those who
approve such things are deserving of the righteous judgment of God (Rom. 1:32).
Leviticus 20:13: If a man also lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them have
committed an abomination: they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them.
Lev 18:22-25: Thou shalt not lie with mankind, as with womankind: it is abomination…it is
confusion. Defile not ye yourselves in any of these things: for in all these the nations are
defiled which I cast out before you: And the land is defiled: therefore I do visit the iniquity
thereof upon it, and the land itself vomiteth out her inhabitants.
Luk 17:28: Likewise also as it was in the days of Lot; they did eat, they drank, they bought,
they sold, they planted, they builded;

Luk 17:29: But the same day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from
heaven, and destroyed them all.
Luk 17:30: Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed.
Jud 1:6 And the angels which kept not their first estate, but left their own habitation, he hath
reserved in everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of the great day.
Jud 1:7 Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like manner, giving
themselves over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an example,
suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.
And there came two angels to Sodom at even; and Lot sat in the gate of Sodom:
Gen
and Lot seeing them rose up to meet them; and he bowed himself with his face
19:1
toward the ground;
And he said, Behold now, my lords, turn in, I pray you, into your servant's
Gen
house, and tarry all night, and wash your feet, and ye shall rise up early, and go
19:2
on your ways. And they said, Nay; but we will abide in the street all night.
And he pressed upon them greatly; and they turned in unto him, and entered
Gen
into his house; and he made them a feast, and did bake unleavened bread, and
19:3
they did eat.
But before they lay down, the men of the city, even the men of Sodom,
Gen
compassed the house round, both old and young, all the people from every
19:4
quarter:
Gen And they called unto Lot, and said unto him, Where are the men which came in
19:5 to thee this night? bring them out unto us, that we may know them.
Gen
And Lot went out at the door unto them, and shut the door after him,
19:6
Gen
And said, I pray you, brethren, do not so wickedly.
19:7
Behold now, I have two daughters which have not known man; let me, I pray
Gen you, bring them out unto you, and do ye to them as is good in your eyes: only
19:8 unto these men do nothing; for therefore came they under the shadow of my
roof.
And they said, Stand back. And they said again, This one fellow came in to
Gen sojourn, and he will needs be a judge: now will we deal worse with thee, than
19:9 with them. And they pressed sore upon the man, even Lot, and came near to
break the door.
Gen But the men put forth their hand, and pulled Lot into the house to them, and shut
19:10 to the door.
Gen And they smote the men that were at the door of the house with blindness, both
19:11 small and great: so that they wearied themselves to find the door.
And the men said unto Lot, Hast thou here any besides? son in law, and thy
Gen
sons, and thy daughters, and whatsoever thou hast in the city, bring them out of
19:12
this place:
Gen For we will destroy this place, because the cry of them is waxen great before the
19:13 face of the LORD; and the LORD hath sent us to destroy it.
Our message to homosexuals is a simple one: THE STATE CANNOT PROTECT YOU FROM THE
JUST JUDGMENT OF GOD. Federal law will do you no good when you stand before God on
judgment Day. You must be born again through the Lord Jesus Christ. He will transform your
life. Though most all of American Christianity wants to accommodate your sin, you have no
special rights when you stand before God - it is the same for all men - repent and believe!
Former Editor of ‘Young Gay America’ Turned Christian Celebrates Marriage to Wife

December 11, 2013--A former founding editor for a prominent homosexual magazine is
celebrating his recent marriage to his wife, and is addressing the critics who have blasted him
for turning his back on the homosexual lifestyle.
Michael Glatze says that he left homosexuality six years ago by the prompting of the Lord
after working as the editor of Young Gay America for
over a decade.
“I want to make a little ‘shout out’ to all of the angry
homosexuals in our country who are currently
spreading all sorts of hate and aggression [against
me] on pro-homosexual blogs. Look, I am not
interested in defending myself,” Glatze wrote. “I have
as much right to my point-of-view as anyone else
has to theirs.”
Glatze concluded by stating that he is thankful for
the work that God has done in his life and can’t help
but share it with the world.
“I am here to live a good, God-honoring life,” he
wrote. “And as a Christian, I would be a liar if I didn’t tell people who God is, what He has done
in my life and how He continues to provide for me (and now—thank God—my family) in ways
that are more numerous than I can count.”
http://christiannews.net/2013/12/11/former-editor-of-young-gay-america-turned-christiancelebrates-marriage-to-wife/
Why Is The Media Silent About The Crucifixion Of Christians By Radical Islamic Jihadists?
Michael Snyder American Dream May 2, 2014 -- Could you imagine the uproar in the
mainstream media that we would see if a member of a politically favored class of people was
crucified for who or what they are? There would be front page headlines for weeks.
<<Image: Crucifixion (YouTube)
But because members of a politically
favored class (Muslims) are doing it to
members of a non-politically favored class
(Christians), it is not newsworthy at all
according to the media. In many
instances, Christians are being crucified by
jihadists that are actually being assisted
and funded by the governments of the
United States and Saudi Arabia. Yes, our
tax dollars are being used to help arm
and supply radical jihadists that are
beheading and crucifying Christians. And yet none of the big media organizations considers
this to be news.
How sick and twisted do you have to be to crucify a little child for being a Christian? Of
course you never heard about this from the mainstream media, but that is exactly what
happened in Syria recently…
Miss Raghida (a nun and former head of a Catholic school in Damascus) explained the horrific event.
“Islam or death” was the choice given to many Christians in Syria on Tuesday during the height of the
conflict in Syria. She said many Syrian Christians have been affected by the atrocities taking place in
the Christian population of the Middle Eastern country, an area once known for the harmonious
coexistence of Muslims and Christians.
According to Mrs. Raghida, the Muslims came to two youths and said, “So you want to die as a
teacher in whom you trust? Please choose: either to renounce (faith) or you will be crucified!”

The boys both refused to renounce faith in Jesus Christ and were martyred because of it. One of
them was crucified in front of his father, who was then killed. The nun went on to tell the radio
station that the Jihadists entered the city of Maaloula and started killing men, women, and children.
According to her report, they killed and played football with the heads of those murdered. Miss
Raghida also said the killers took pregnant women and pulled out the babies from their wombs
and hung them from a tree by their umbilical cords.
This kind of brutality is absolutely unprecedented!
Who has ever heard of such a thing being done to pregnant women and children?
You would think that crimes of this magnitude would be front page news all over the globe.
But instead, there is mostly just silence.
About the only mainstream news outlet in the U.S. that will even touch this stuff is Fox News. And
even they don’t give it front page treatment. Usually you have to really dig to find a brief story
about the slaughter of Christians that we are seeing all over the planet.
As I mentioned above, the jihadists that are doing this have the support of Saudi Arabia and the
United States. The Obama administration and the Saudia are desperate to overthrow the Syrian
government, and Obama seems to have no problem allying us with some of the most despicable
jihadists on the entire planet in order to make that happen.
The brutality against Christians by U.S.-backed fighters has been going on for month after
month with very little notice by the outside world.
And of course Syria is far from the only place where we see this kind of brutality on a
consistent basis. For example, Christians are regularly slaughtered by radical jihadists in
Nigeria. The following is just one recent example…
While many of us were enjoying our Friday evenings, a massacre was taking place in Nigeria that
left between 100 and 150 Christians dead and around 200 homes burned to the ground.
At around 10pm Nigeria time last night while villagers were asleep, more than 40 Islamic
Fulani herdsmen attacked 3 villages in Manchok, which is located in Southern Kaduna,
Nigeria. Southern Kaduna is a predominantly Christian.
These jihadi attackers first set fire to homes and when the Christians attempted to escape
their homes, they were shot dead or butchered with machetes. The ones who could not
escape their homes burned to death.
No one attacked was spared, including women and children. A pastor, his wife, and their
children, of one of the villages, were said to be among the butchered.
Have you heard about that incident before now?
Probably not.
You see, the truth is that the elite control the “matrix” known as the mainstream media, and
they don’t consider such stories to be important.
You probably haven’t heard about the young Christian woman that was dragged out of her car and
beaten to death by a Muslim mob in Egypt either. Fortunately, there are some non-mainstream
outlets that are covering this…
Eyewitnesses have given a harrowing account of the murder in Cairo of a young Coptic
Christian woman, hauled out of her car and beaten and stabbed to death by a Muslim mob,
apparently targeted because of a cross hanging from her rear-view mirror.
And to say that she was “beaten to death” doesn’t really capture the full horror of what
happened to her…
Protestors climbed onto her car, collapsing the roof, then hauled her from the vehicle, beating
and mauling her – to the extent, he said, that portions of her scalp were torn off. She was
stabbed multiple times, her throat was slit and when she was dead, the mob torched her car.
This is evil to the highest degree.
But even in the midst of the slowest news year in ages, the mainstream media still won’t touch
this stuff.

There is an extreme hesitance in the western world to report anything that will put Muslims in
a bad light or put Christians in a good light.
Meanwhile, as Christians are being slaughtered by Muslims all over the globe, the western
world is doing all that it can to shut down criticism of Islam.
For instance, the leader of a political party in the UK could be facing up to two years in prison for the
“hate crime” of quoting Winston Churchill…
Political party leader Paul Weston was arrested by police and faces up to two years in jail for
criticizing the religion of Islam during a public speech in the United Kingdom.
Weston’s “racially aggravated” hate crime consisted of him quoting Winston Churchill.
Weston’s arrest reveals the chilling implementation of thought crime in Britain and how political
correctness is being used as a weapon with which to destroy the edifice of freedom of speech across
the western world. For more on this go to: Criticizing Islam Now a Thought Crime
And in the U.S., great efforts are being made to make Muslims as comfortable as possible in our
schools. Even as Christian prayers are being banned, entire prayer rooms are being set aside for
Muslim students in schools all over the country. In addition, many school systems are now giving
students days off during major Muslim holidays. In fact, this will soon be happening in New York
City…
New York City is moving to close school for two Muslim holidays and the Lunar New Year.
But that is nothing compared to what happened at one high school in Colorado. As students recited
the Pledge of Allegiance, the words “under God” were replaced with “under Allah”…
The principal at Rocky Mountain High School in Fort Collins, Colorado, is facing a hailstorm of
criticism from some very angry parents and residents.
The school recites the Pledge of Allegiance weekly, on Mondays. Last Monday, a member of
their “Cultural Arms Club” led the student body in an Arabic version of the pledge, replacing
the words “under God” with “under Allah.”
In the U.S., people are bending over backwards to make the Muslim minority feel more
comfortable.
But in Muslim countries, Christians are being beaten to death, beheaded and crucified and
very few people in the western world even want to talk about it.
Has our society become so “politically correct” that it cannot even denounce great evil when
it is happening right in front of our eyes?
Comment: & with the wonderful religion of peace (known as Islam) having no problem
butchering Christians on a holocaust scale throughout the world, it no wonder that the
following facts about Islam are also true:
Suicide terrorist who killed 21 & wounded 50 Israelis receives "highest honor" from Palestine
Committee of Arab Lawyers Union—Just one of thousands of similar awards commonly
presented to Muslim mass murders
Christian’s Blood For Saudi Arabian Muslims Is Big Business (Stunning Video)
http://beforeitsnews.com/eu/2013/12/christian-blood-for-saudi-arabia-is-big-business2544988.html
Parential Alert
Sexual Perversion in Islam (Beyond Evil!!!!!) Let me begin with a quote from a fatwa by the late
and unlamented Ayatollah Khomeini of Iran.
"A man can marry a girl younger than nine years of age, even if the girl is still a baby being
breastfed. A man, however is prohibited from having intercourse with a girl younger than nine,
other sexual acts such as foreplay, rubbing, kissing and sodomy is allowed. A man having
intercourse with a girl younger than nine years of age has not committed a crime, but only an
infraction, if the girl is not permanently damaged. If the girl, however, is permanently

damaged, the man must provide for her all her life. But this girl will not count as one of the
man's four permanent wives."
Islamic Creator & Pedophile Prophet Muhammad Married 6 year old girl named Aisha and
admitted to consummating the marriage when she was 9!!
http://www.islam-watch.org/Others/Islamic-sexual-perversion.htm
The Quran's Evil Missing Verses on Stopping Lust by Letting Wives Breastfeed Younger Adult
Men According to numerous narrations in the Hadith, the Qur'an is supposed to contain
verses about breastfeeding adults. http://youtu.be/k0xgnlb4m40
California Muslim Hader Nasim tells his hired hit-man to: Run Over My Pregnant Wife and Park
on Her Head to Make Sure She’s Dead--Why did he want to have her killed? There were
difficulties in the marriage and Nasim had already been through one divorce. He viewed
another divorce as culturally unacceptable. So by all means, to save himself a little
embarrassment he opted for a better plan which was to hire someone to murder his
wife and unborn child.
http://freedomoutpost.com/2013/12/california-muslim-hader-nasim-run-pregnant-wife-parkhead-make-sure-shes-dead/#1AtxoFVSrIFFI9fV.99
Extremely Deadly Virus Will Come From The Muslim World who love to drink camel urine:
“camel urine is the miracle of our time and is a gift from Muhammad to mankind.”
Advertisements for camel urine are running wild throughout the Middle East. For shiny hair
and a solution for baldness one ad boasts that they “will deliver anywhere in the Saudi Arabia
and the Arab Emirates.” When spoken about Camel urine, the so-called experts even give
thanks to Muhammad the Prophet of Islam for his provision and bountiful blessing: “Prayers
and peace be upon our master Muhammad.” The “bountiful blessing” is camel urine. If MERS
is one of the biblical pronounced judgments it is noteworthy that such disease stems from
obeying the harlot religion in Arabia, Islam which spreads her sorceries throughout the whole
earth.
Saudi boy “eliminating the middle man” & drinking fresh camel urine straight from the camel:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8MEUvjHc0RU
New Islamic Boko Haram outrage--Witnesses: Group slaughtered 150 villagers on top of 276
schoolgirls abducted last month
Play: http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/topvideos/2014/05/06/tsr-dnt-sesay-more-girlskidnapped-nigeria.cnn.html
Play: http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/world/2014/05/07/intv-duthiers-nigeriakidnapped-girls-family.cnn.html
Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dumf7_gt4cY#t=92
From The Daily Beast: “The State Department under Hillary Clinton fought hard against placing
the al Qaeda-linked militant group Boko Haram on its official list of foreign terrorist
organizations for two years. And now, lawmakers and former U.S. officials are saying that the
decision may have hurt the American government’s ability to confront the Nigerian group that
shocked the world by abducting hundreds of innocent girls
For reasons that only Barack Obama can answer, the State Department took far too long to
designate the savage Muslim group, Boko Haram, a terrorist organization. When State
Department officials finally did designate it a foreign terrorist organization, they did so while
never mentioning that the people being terrorized were Christians, who are being targeted for
their beliefs. The media doesn't mention it, but the kidnapped schoolgirls who have finally
brought this evil group to international attention are Christians. Boko Haram sets schools
ablaze. Boko Haram targets teachers and doctors, but above all, Christians. They murdered

over 2,596 people in the first three months of 2014. What possible legitimate concerns could
these savages have?
http://freedomoutpost.com/2014/05/obama-administration-boko-haram-legitimateconcerns/#6UEEgSv6eBgUowJA.99
http://www.cnn.com/2014/05/07/world/africa/nigeria-abducted-girls/index.html?hpt=hp_t1
World War III Has Already Been Lost and the Chinese Are In the Process of Occupying
Amerika
May 5, 2014 - Dave Hodges The Common
Sense Show--The title to this report is bold, but it
is all out in the open. Fasten your seatbelt and
make sure you store food, water and
ammunition because the train has left the station
and AmeriKa is headed for a head-on train
wreck of epic proportions.
Last night, May 4, 2014, I interviewed Dr. Jim
Garrow, a 40 year US government agent who
is exposing many NWO plots. I was
preparing to take this interview to a level not
yet heard on talk radio. I was vague in my
show description because I wanted the show
to not be taken down by the powers that be.
However, the first 10 minutes of my show we were still tampered with as Dr. Garrow, News
Director Annie DeRiso and myself all experienced independent and simultaneous
communications issues. Dr. Garrow and I subsequently changed our communications venues
and the show proceeded.
In a two part series, I am writing a brief synopsis of the last two hours of the interview which will
contain some revelations, on my part, that I did not fully cover last night. The reason that some critical
issues did not get covered last night is because Dr. Garrow cannot talk about some of the issues
because of his national security oath and I did not want to place him in a position of looking like he
had been talking about what he is not supposed be revealing. As it was, Dr. Garrow refused to
answer 5 questions I put to him last night in deference to his national security oath.
Much of what I am going to reveal is going to read like a jig saw puzzle. I am going to reveal a story of
Chinese takeover of this country and Dr. Garrow provides complementary and novel information to
the level of which he is permitted to speak.
Cliven Bundy sits on land that is mineral rich in addition to being selected to be a Solar Energy Zone
controlled by the Chinese energy company ENN. Dr. Garrow revealed that there are already Chinese
soldiers on the Bundy Ranch and this information was provided to him by the Bundy’s themselves in
a private dinner Dr. Garrow had with members of Bundy family.
Dr. Garrow also revealed that Bundy’s land is rich in mineral resources and the Chinese have been
promised control over all of our underground and surface mineral resources. The Bundy Affair is
critically important because it exposed critical elements of the turnover of this country’s wealth to the
Chinese in payment for our debt to China.
Soon, China will own every important aspect of American wealth and those of us that remain
alive following the coming purge will be living in a third world country. Notice what I just said
here, (1) those left alive and (2) living in a third world country. In Part Two of this series, I will
be revealing exactly how this will happen. Let me just suffice it to say that gold, all forms of
energy, water and food production will become a part of the Chinese takeover as will the
breakup of the Federal Reserve in a divestiture of such a magnitude, that it has never before
seen in the modern world.

The readers may recall that I recently wrote an article in which I noted that these Chinese
Solar Energy Zones were near a CANAMEX Corridor transportation system, backed up next to
a major military installation and were mineral resource rich. The American military will be forced
to join the Chinese takeover. The highway system is important from a military perspective in order to
quickly move troops and material to needed areas of insurrection. Now does it make sense as to why
there is a purge of the military leadership taking place in which over 260 senior level military officers
have been fired by Obama? Does the John Warner Defense Act make sense to you now because it
allows the use of US troops on American soil for policing duties which will be needed to put down any
resulting rebellion? Do you think that the DHS acquiring over 2 billion rounds of ammunition to go with
their 2700 armored personnel carriers makes any sense in light of this information? And I have been
told that Tom Clancy had all of this information and more and this is why he was killed
because he was writing a book about all of this. If you are still connecting dots, let me put this
in very simply terms, there is going to be a civil war and it is going to happen soon.
Further, Dr. Garrow acknowledged the connections between these Chinese Solar Energy Zones and
land rich in mineral resources. I have also previously written an article in which I identified how the
United States has hundreds of trillions of dollars of estimated buried resource wealth beneath the
surface and our government refuses to touch it. Our government refuses to access these
underground treasures because they have been promised to the Chinese in repayment of the debt
owed to their country.
Putin has Eastern Europe knuckling under to his will. Both Dr. Garrow and I agree that this will cause
the breakup of NATO and Putin’s military will run unopposed through Europe. I asked Dr. Garrow
about the window we are in with regard to NATO consolidating forces necessary to oppose a
Russian invasion, through a series of war games, in Moldova, Ukraine, Bulgaria and Poland
this coming June/July. If Putin is going to control Ukraine, which accounts for 66% of Russian
gas flowing into Europe, he cannot allow NATO to consolidate its forces and oppose his
takeover plans of Ukraine. Dr. Garrow did comment on this point, however, I have multiple insider
sources stating that this is an accurate assessment. I have been told that there is a window of about
4-5 weeks until Russia attacks Ukraine. If Putin misses this window, he will have to be content to
continue to erode the Petrodollar because NATO will be significantly entrenched enough to easily roll
over Ukraine and Eastern Europe. Putin is bold and impulsive & I believe he will attack Ukraine.
Dr. Garrow revealed that Obama has both the ability and authority to order the capture of 30% of the
bleed off natural gas and to have it shipped to Eastern Europe thereby undercutting the Russian price
on natural gas. This would have halted Putin in his tracks. This would have been similar to what
Truman did to keep Berlin open in 1947, when the Russians shut down outside access to Berlin and
Truman initiated the Berlin Airlift. However, being the traitor that Obama is, he refused to act to save
Eastern Europe. As a result, both Dr. Garrow and my insider sources believe that it is just a matter of
time until all of Europe is subservient to Putin’s re-emergence of the Soviet Empire. This speaks to
the fact that we do indeed have a traitor in the Oval Office. Europe will soon fall to Russia and
America will fall to China. This is the real New World Order!
To sum it up, Part One details how the Chinese are on the verge of controlling all American energy
and meaningful resources including our military. Russia will soon be controlling Europe and both
Chinese and Russian forces will be imposing their will on the American people in the coming months.
Part Two will discuss the coming EMP attack, currency collapse and actions of both Chinese
and Russian military forces. http://thecommonsenseshow.com/2014/05/05/world-war-iii-hasalready-been-lost-and-the-chinese-are-in-the-process-of-occupying-amerika/
World War III Has Already Been Lost and the Chinese Are In the Process of Occupying
Amerika (Part Two)

Dave Hodges--May 6, 2014--The
Common Sense Show
In order to keep its head about
water for just one more day, the
Federal Reserve has now permitted
Chinese-controlled banks to take
stakes in US banks. This is a
nefarious invasion of the U.S.
economy. Subsequently, we have
witnessed a major shift in the
percentage of the U.S. debt owned
by Chinese vs. the Federal Reserve.
This is the beginning of the end for the dollar, the U.S. economy, your standard of living, your
assets, your freedoms and for many of you, your very lives.
At the end of January 2009, the month President Barack Obama was first inaugurated,
Communist China owned $744.2 billion in U.S. government debt and the Fed owned $475.129
billion. In May of 2012, the Federal Reserve has approved applications by three big Chinese
government-controlled banks to set up branches and take stakes in US banks.
The Chinese ownership of U.S. debt, compared to the Federal Reserve, appears to be unchanged in
2014. However, the Chinese are slowly but surely acquiring the Federal Reserve and thus, are
acquiring a greater amount of U.S. government debt. Therefore, much of the debt owned by the
Federal Reserve, is now owned by the Chinese and their new partners consisting of two large
Spanish banks, a German bank and the Chinese. The complete Chinese takeover of our economy is
silent but undeniably insidious. It would be appropriate to think of this development as the United
States government doing a debt consolidation of all its treasury bonds because it can no longer pay
or service the debt and the Chinese and their partners are acquiring the assets of America for
pennies on the dollar. It will soon be announced that China is in the process of purchasing major
Western banks (e.g. Bank of America, Wells Fargo) and physical assets. These banks make up the
majority owners of the Federal Reserve. By purchasing these banks as distressed properties, the
Chinese, will in effect, have purchased the Federal Reserve because these banks own the Federal
Reserve. For the naysayers that will write to me and say there is no way that this will ever take place,
I will respond by telling you that you are a day late and a “distressed dollar” short with your anxiety
over the future of the American economy.
Late last year, China purchased the JP Morgan building in Manhattan for $725 million. This was
a symbolic move like planting the U.S. flag on top of Iwo Jima’s Mount Surabachi during the
famous WWII battle. This signified that the Chinese have laid claim to all assets in the United
States. One might reason that the Chinese have in fact purchased all of JP Morgan. When this
happens in earnest, it will come in the midst of a dollar devaluation and we are only months
away from this happening.
Comment: When you couple this information with the information in the report:
http://pro.stansberryresearch.com/1404EOAJULY1/PPSIQ529/?h=true
with July 1st as the start date, this information becomes even more ominous regarding the
devaluation of the US Dollar.
The Chinese yuan, also known as the renmimbi, is China’s national currency. The yuan has an
important role in keeping China’s economy competitive. China keeps the yuan pegged to a basket
of currencies, most notably the U.S. dollar. The yuan is worth a little more than fifteen cents.
This is all about to change. China has the ability to sell its Treasury holdings, putting the value
of the U.S. dollar into free fall. However, it’s not in China’s best interests to do so. By threatening to
sell U.S. Treasuries, China would quickly devalue its own holdings. However, the Chinese now have
partners who are willing to purchase U.S. treasuries and shoulder the burden of owning most of the
U.S. debt which could result in the total collapse of the US economy if they sold these holdings off.

These large investors are busy purchasing the Federal Reserve through the back door. For
example, the Spanish Bank, Banco, is purchasing Citigroup in Spain according to the Wall
Street Journal. The buyoff of the major investors in the Federal Reserve is well underway.
China, and their BRICS country allies, and a consortium of international interests, will
(through the I.M.F.) manage the U.S. debt through exchange rate increases and trade tariffs.
Dr. Jim Garrow announced on my show that a devaluation is near as the dollar will soon be valued on
a 6 to 1 ratio in favor of the Chinese renmimbi. Let’s talk about the ramifications of this event. If you
own a mortgage on your home for $150,000, you now owe the Chinese interests controlling your
bank which holds your mortgage note, $900,000 dollars. If you owe the bank (which will be under
Chinese control) $20,000 for your automobile, following the 2014 dollar devaluation, you now
owe $120,000. Your grocery bill for your family just went up potentially by a factor of six. What about
your retirement and social security? What retirement and social security? Long before most of you
will be able to collect, your retirement will collateralized against the debt. The same is true for
your 401K and your saving account holdings. It would be wise to spend your money now on
elements of survival that you will need.
There is also an important aspect that nobody is talking about. When the Chinese come to
claim your home, your car and your retirement, what legal recourse will you have? The answer
is you will have no due process rights because your economic situation will be adjudicated in
accordance with Chinese law. Under Chinese law, you will truly have the right to remain silent.
When one considers the net effect of this Chinese takeover of the Federal Reserve, it is not
far-fetched to postulate that Americans will actually be starving to death.
It is completely understandable that Americans will be fleeing the country. However, the
Chinese will no doubt put controls in place that may allow you to leave, but your assets will
stay inside the country.
Elements, not the entire government, have sold our country out. Reid, Feinstein, Clinton, Pelosi and
of course, Obama, have committed treason against the United States by participating in this planned
demise. Yes, the planned demise is in full view.
The Bundy Affair is the most significant event in present day America. It exposes the fact that
the Chinese will soon control our new solar based energy delivery systems through the Solar
Energy Zones. These Solar Energy Zones lie on top of an estimated $228 trillion dollars of
underground mineral assets. They also lie adjacent to major military installations and
international corridor of interstate highways which will all soon be controlled by the Chinese.
Please note that all the rising economies of the world are tying their currencies to gold as Dr. Garrow
astutely pointed out on my show. The United States is not one of these countries. He is correct as
the China and India have been trading in gold, as opposed to the dollar, for several years. The
present set of events represents the fulfillment of our demise which has been planned by the global
elite for quite some time. If there is a silver lining, America will soon shed much of its sheep’s wool
and America will fight. Hence, the real reason behind Obama’s push for gun confiscation and
the fact that John Kerry signed the UN gun ban treaty last year. Now that you know that the
Chinese own the very clothes on your back, it is time to take a look at how the Chinese will
soon be exerting complete dictatorial control over the United States.
To date, we have largely been conquered by stealth but soon the specter of Chinese and Russian
troops along with their DHS allies will be opposing Americans in the streets openly.
http://thecommonsenseshow.com/2014/05/06/world-war-iii-has-already-been-lost-and-the-chineseare-in-the-process-of-occupying-amerika-part-two/
World War III Has Already Been Lost and the Chinese Are In the Process of Occupying
Amerika: Chinese EMP Weapons (Part Three)
Dave Hodges--May 7, 2014--The Common Sense Show

In an interview I conducted with Dr. Jim Garrow on May 4,
2014, he was adamant that the Chinese plan to use EMP
weapons against the United States in order to bring any
organized resistance to a complete standstill. A widespread
EMP attack, precipitated by a pair of high altitude nuclear
weapons over the midcontinent United States, would knock
all electronics that were not previously and purposefully
hardened against such an attack. The effects of such an
attack would greatly reduce the population. Millions would
die in the first few minutes. Over the next two years, 90% of
the US population would perish largely due to their inability to
obtain food and clean drinking water.
Back in late August of 2013, a potentially devastatingly event++ transpired at a base located in West
Texas as the result of an unauthorized Nuke transfer. There was no signature required for the
transfer and this transaction was totally off the books, thus, making this a black ops activity. The black
ops activity involved the unauthorized transfer of three nuclear bombs presumably to use as an EMP
weapon.
Initially, the Jones report seemed to lack specific documentation. However, on the same day
of this report, Senator Lindsay Graham (SC) , stated that if we did not immediately go to war
with Syria, that Charleston Harbor would be nuked. In the midst of Graham’s stunning
prediction, he appeared to be disorientated and a man who was under severe duress. Graham
may be a globalist insider, but he did not sign up to have his own backyard nuked. The
Graham statement provided instant credibility to the report of nukes on the loose. The
following was a synopsis of report on this event.
As we now know, the nuke that was potentially targeted by Charleston was intercepted by our
military, seized from the black ops force who obtained unauthorized possession of the nuke and
detonated it almost 500 miles out to sea.
President Obama’s subsequent actions lent even more credibility to key elements of the report as he
began disassembling the nuclear command structure in the United States military by firing the two top
generals in charge of America’s nuclear weapons and then letting go of over 30 top military officers in
charge of security for the nukes controlled by this country. These brave officers provided intelligence
information so that the nuke could be intercepted and destroyed and they paid for their patriotism with
their careers.
In the months following this stunning revelation it was found that this EMP attack was a
failsafe plan to devastate this country’s infrastructure should America not go quietly into the
night.
New revelations clearly demonstrate that the Chinese do intend to use EMP weapons to subjugate
the United States. However, these EMP weapons will be local and leave most of America’s
infrastructure intact. A limited EMP attack makes a lot more sense, from a Chinese
perspective, because the Chinese acquisition of the Federal Reserve (as reported in Part 2 of
this series) and their ability to extract mineral wealth from beneath the ground would proceed
unimpeded if smaller, more localized EMP weapons were to be used.
I have surmised that the Chinese must have developed more sophisticated EMP weapons; weapons
that could be directed at specific targets and not totally destroy the surrounding infrastructure and this
is exactly what I found.
A declassified intelligence report, obtained by the private National Security Archive, provides
details on China’s EMP weapons as well as the plans for their use.
The report details how much of China’s military is developing EMP weapons that the Chinese
plan to use against targeted U.S. aircraft carriers with regard to any future conflict
over Taiwan. Parts of the National Ground Intelligence Center study on the lethal effects of
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) and high-powered microwave (HPM) weapons revealed that the arms

are part of what China refers to as the “assassin’s mace”. This arsenal of EMP weapons allows a
technologically inferior China to defeat U.S. military forces while leaving much of the surrounding
infrastructure intact. The report further states “For use against Taiwan, China could detonate at a
much lower altitude (30 to 40 kilometers) … to confine the EMP effects to Taiwan and its immediate
vicinity and minimize damage to electronics on the mainland.”
Americans have been told by our corporate controlled media that EMP weapons will have no
impact on human beings. These reports are a bold faced lie as this same report went on to detail
how the Chinese have conducted EMP tests on mice, rats, rabbits, dogs and monkeys. The results
of the mammal directed EMP test results produced eye, brain, bone marrow and other significant
organ injuries. It stated that “it is clear the real purpose of the Chinese medical experiments is to learn
the potential human effects of exposure to powerful EMP and high-powered microwave radiation.”
The report also concluded that these human based EMP tests may have been conducted to
determine safety or shielding standards for military personnel or weapons.
The Chinese Solar Energy Zones are no doubt part of the Chinese plans to employ a localized
EMP strike against America designed to disable its command and control as well as any local
military forces which would resist a joint Chinese/Russian takeover of the United States.
I became very suspicious of the Chinese Solar Energy Zones when I discovered that they were
adjacent to major military bases. For example, the planned Solar Energy Zone on the Bundy
Ranch is located near Nellis AFB. The same is true as these Solar Energy Zones in Arizona
which are located adjacent to Luke AFB flight operations. I believe that there can be no doubt
that these Chinese Solar Energy Zones are being strategically placed, through the efforts of Senator
Harry Reid, adjacent to major American defense installations in order to neutralize their military
operations when the time is right. The neutralization element will consist of a localized EMP weapon.
These suspicions are further enhanced as the Bundy’s are reporting the presence of Chinese soldiers
on their ranch.
http://thecommonsenseshow.com/2014/05/07/world-war-iii-has-already-been-lost-and-the-chineseare-in-the-process-of-occupying-amerika-chinese-emp-weapons-part-three/
World War III Has Already Been Lost and the Chinese Are In the Process of Occupying
Dave Hodges--May 8, 2014--The Common Sense Show
Far beneath the ground, the federal government owns the
rights to mineral and energy leases, from which they receive
no royalties, rents, and bonus payments, states the Institute
for Energy Research, an industry group. According to their
estimates, the government states that the assets are
worth $128 trillion. Some estimates double the Institute for
Energy Research’s estimate of underground mineral wealth.
This wealth will never be used to pay down our debt. This is
an American asset that has been given away to the Chinese.
This asset no longer belongs to the people of the United States. It was pledged to China as a
first step in the total takeover of this country. And this vast mineral wealth is merely the tip of
the iceberg with regard to what some our leaders have pledged to the Chinese.
This is why the Chinese are continuing to purchase a significant portion of our $17 trillion
dollar debt. This would appear to be a totally foolish financial move by them, yet the Chinese
are still purchasing our debt as there is something of ours that is of enough value to get the
Chinese to continue to throw good money after bad.
This discussion can go no further until we mention that trip that Hillary Clinton took to China, several
months ago, and she did come away with a guarantee that the Chinese would continue purchase our
debt. So how in the world could Hillary ever get the Chinese to agree to what seems to be such a
one-sided deal?

Back in January of this year, World Net Daily reported that former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
did indeed go to China for the express purpose of convincing the Chinese to continue to purchase our
debt. With our economy in the mess that it is in, that had to be one tough sell. There can be no
question that the Chinese had to be promised something really, really, really big to continue
investing in the sinking American economy.
I completely understand why many people would jump to the conclusion that Clinton pledged the
homes of American citizens and I believed that this promise was made. If you do not believe
this statement, then please read the previous four parts of this series and see how the
Chinese and their consortium interests are gobbling up control over the Federal Reserve
through controlling the Federal Reserve’s investor banks. If the Chinese will soon control the
banks, they will soon control your home mortgage. Do you get it now?
World Net Daily got it right this past January. However, most of us have underestimated the
degree of takeover that the Chinese have planned. We falsely reasoned that private debt is
not public debt and the United States government has taken no overt legislative power, nor
have Executive Orders been issued that could hand the Chinese direct control over homes.
Were we ever wrong. The evidence for the totality of the Chinese takeover of every American
asset is hiding in plain sight. If Obama and Reid are willing to hand the Chinese $128 trillion
dollars of underground mineral wealth, control over solar energy and the ability to neutralize
any American military opposition, then why not just hand them the entire country at the same
time. Well, that is exactly what Obama did!
Cash buyers reach record level of all home purchases at over 42 percent: 80 percent of all
sales over past year in Irvine CA went to buyers from China?
There is no doubt that the Chinese are being granted authority to control our international
inland ports in which eventually all commerce will flow through. If the Chinese own the Inland
Ports, then they own the American trade system, by default. This is a likely asset that would
have been pledged by Clinton as well. However, if I was taking on a debt the size of the United
States, I would think bigger and the Chinese are thinking much bigger.
I have written extensively on Executive Order 13603. This EO sets up the most draconian
martial law authority on the planet. Literally, everything is controlled by the government. All
food, all industry, all energy and you are controlled by the President. The interesting thing
about EO 13603 is that does not require an emergency declaration to be acted upon.
It is becoming clear that the Chinese control of our vast underground mineral resources is just the tip
of the iceberg. Our focus on the Chinese takeover of our mineral resources, the establishment of
Solar Energy Zones in order to dominate our power grid, the Chinese plans to use localized EMP
weapons in order to neutralize key military bases that are adjacent to these new Solar Energy Zones
is just the tip of the iceberg. The Chinese plan to dominate every single bit of American wealth in
repayment for the U.S. debt owed to China is where our collective focus should have been.
We in the alternative media have grossly underestimated the totality of the Chinese takeover of the
United States.
Previously, I believed that EO 13603, which was the brainchild of the Obama administration
which was designed to grant this President unlimited control over U.S. assets. I further
believed that this EO would allow Obama the flexibility to indefinitely occupy the White House.
However, I had set my sites too low with regard to Chinese intentions. Harry Reid and Obama
have not just given away our solar energy and our vast mineral resources to the Chinese, they
have given away everything to them.
It is now clear that the intent of EO 13603 was designed to hand over every American resource
and every American to the Chinese.

A review of EO 13603 reveals that a Chinese
controlled puppet President Obama not only can
seize every material asset in the country, the
Chinese can seize you and your family and assign
anyone and everyone to duties of his choosing. An
examination of this EO reveals that the “new draft”
would be controlled by the Secretary of Labor. The
military draft would be administered by the Selective
Service as it always has been done. The civilian draft
will be overseen by the Secretary of labor. Can you
now fathom the implications of this EO? If not,
please allow me to spell it out for you.
WE HAVE OFTEN SPOKEN ABOUT THE EVILS OF
CHINESE SLAVE LABOR IN WALMART
FACTORIES IN CHINA. THE CHINESE ARE
COMING TO AMERICA TO REPAY THE FAVOR. WE
WILL SEE AMERICAN SLAVE LABOR
CONTROLLED BY THE CHINESE.
EO 13603 is the whole enchilada. I have written four articles on different aspects of EO 13603 and I
would suggest that everyone spend some time Googling this EO and come to your own conclusions.
Can it get any worse? Yes! Think gun confiscation to minimize the resistance to the Chinese takeover
and this will run hand in hand with the NDAA.
http://thecommonsenseshow.com/2014/05/08/world-war-iii-has-already-been-lost-and-the-chineseare-in-the-process-of-occupying-amerika-you-are-chinese-property-part-four/

